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Abstract 8 

In this work we show the result of the numerical simulation of the gravity waves (GWs) D region disturbance. Effectively, using the 9 

Glukhov-Pasko-Inan (GPI) model of the electron density in the D region we were figured out the response of the electron density due 10 

to gravity wave neutral atmosphere oscillation. As a consequence to the D region disturbance, the electron density sometimes 11 

increases when the neutral atmosphere density decreases and vice versa. This behavior was interpreted by the decreases or increases 12 

of ionization rate by chemical loss process. In a second simulation work, we used the Long Wave Propagation Capability (LWPC) 13 

code to simulate the Very Low Frequency (VLF) signal when the gravity wave disturbance crossed the VLF path. The effect of the 14 

disturbance is to decrease the VLF signal reflection height below the ambient altitude (87 km) when the electron density increases. On 15 

the other hand and when the electron density drops, the VLF reflection altitude increased higher than 87 km. 16 

1 Introduction  17 

The lower layer of the ionosphere, known as the D region, with the Earth surface constitute the Earth-Ionospheric Wave guide 18 

(EIWG) that allows the propagation of the electromagnetic wave signal in the range of VLF-LF frequencies. Therefore, any 19 

modification in the D region composition (mainly the electron density) can appear as a perturbation in the VLF signal. The D region 20 

disturbances are of different sources such as: solar flares, solar energetic particles, thunderstorm activity… Several works were done 21 

in order to characterize the signal amplitude perturbations caused by to the D region disturbances. Indeed, the solar flares effect on the 22 

propagation of the VLF signal was widely studied and thus the connection between the increases in the D region electron density with 23 

the increases of the solar flares power was established (Raulin et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2015). In another work and by the use of two 24 

separate VLF receiver locations data, NaitAmor et al (2010) showed the role of the geometry on the Early VLF signal perturbation 25 

properties associated with thunderstorm activity in the Mediterranean Sea. Using the LWPC code, NaitAmor et al (2016) simulated 26 

the Early VLF signal perturbations due to a gigantic jet and elve observed in the Mediterranean Sea (Vander Veld et al., 2010) where 27 

they found that the increase of the D region electron density below 87 km causes the reflection of the VLF signal at lower altitudes. In 28 

recent years, people are attracted by the effect of the natural phenomena known as Acoustic and Gravity Waves (AGWs) on the 29 

propagation of the VLF signal. The AGWs are disturbances of the Earth neutral atmosphere that can propagate to higher altitudes. 30 

Several natural disturbance sources can generate AGWs like Earthquake, tsunamis, cyclone… Different observation tools were 31 

developed and used to study the AGWs disturbances that include the ground-based observations of atmospheric infrasound (Le 32 

Pichon et al., 2010), radar data (Dhaka et al., 74 2003), GPS occultation data (Ming et al., 2014; Perevalova and Ishin., 2011; Song et 33 

al., 2017). In addition to the instrumental works, numerical simulations on the propagation of the AGWs in the atmosphere and 34 

ionosphere were done (Graves et al., 1996; Ding et al., 2003; Brissaud et al., 2016; Occhipinti et al., 2011; Marshall and Snively, 35 

2014).  36 

The use of the Very Low Frequency signal (VLF) sounding constitutes a powerful technique to study the effect of the AGWs on the 37 

mesosphere and lower thermosphere, between 80 km and 100 km, and the D region. Effectively, the narrowband VLF signal 38 

amplitude (NB-VLF) data were used to determine the wave period of the AGWs generated by: day/night terminator (Pal et al., 2015), 39 
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meteorological systems (Rozhnoi et al., 2014; Nina and Cadez, 2013; Kumar et al., 2017; NaitAmor et al., 2018), thunderstorms 40 

(Marshall and Snively, 2014) and tsunami (Rozhnoi et al., 2014). In these works, a clear evidence of the AGWs disturbances was 41 

observed in the VLF signal amplitude. Additionally, the wavelet analysis of the signal amplitude revealed a wave period from 10 s to 42 

3 hours depending on the AGW sources. In another work, Kumar et al (2017) used the LWPC code to simulate the perturbed VLF 43 

signal amplitude and phase due to tropical cyclone Evan in the south pacific region. Their results showed that the reference height of 44 

the Wait parameter decreased by 5.1 km from its ambient value (87 km). In this work, we present a simulation results about the effect 45 

of the AGWs on the electron density of the D region of the ionosphere and VLF signal. In section 2, we describe the simulation 46 

method and the set of continuity equations of charged particles known as Glukhov-Pasko-Inan (GPI) model to get the electron density 47 

variation in the D region. Then, in section 3 we present the method to simulate the VLF signal amplitude using LWPC code and the 48 

GPI simulation results. Finally, section 4 we show and discus our simulation result.    49 

      50 

2 Description of the method 51 

To simulate the disturbance of the lower ionosphere due to the GW-neutral atmosphere interaction, we suppose that the neutral 52 

atmospheric density follows the function given in Eq. (1). This distribution function was used to describe the bottom pumping 53 

momentum of the gravity wave that propagates in the atmosphere. The function has two spatial dimensions (x, z) for simplicity and 54 

that for our case x varies from 0 to 2000 km and in the z direction it varies from 80 km to 90 km. 55 

N(x, z, t) = N0exp (
(x−xc)2

2σx
2 ) exp (

(z−zc)2

2σz
2 ) exp (

(t−tc)2

2σt
2 ) cos(ωt)                                (1)  56 

Where: σx = 200 km, σz = 10 km, σt = 4000 s and N0 is the ambient neutral density at each altitude taken from MSIS (Hedin, 57 

1991). Additionally, we suppose that the disturbance moves in the x direction at a wind speed of 50 m/s as shown in Fig. 1(a). In the z 58 

direction the speed was supposed to be 10 km/s. The spatial integration steps (x, z) are (50 km, 1 km) and for time integration the step 59 

is 0.5 s. The time reference (i.e. t=00:00:00) corresponds to the time when the disturbance center reaches the crossing location 60 

between the x axis and y axis (Figure 1(a)).  The spatio-temporal profile of the neutral density is shown in Fig. 1(b and c) where it is a 61 

Gaussian in the x direction and as function of time is exponentially damped shape. In our simulation the neutral density of the 62 

atmosphere is just a parameter to be introduced in the GPI model of the charged particle continuity equations. Thus, the neutral profile 63 

given in Eq. (1) can be changed depending on the neutral atmosphere disturbance source.  64 

To describe the lower ionosphere region (the D region) chemistry, Glukhov-Pasko-Inan (1992) proposed a set of four continuity 65 

equations of the charged particles based on the equilibrium between the production and loss rates of particles dues to different 66 

chemical process. This model was thereafter known as GPI model of the D region of the ionosphere. The model is represented by 67 

equations (2) to (5) and closed with the neutrality equation of charged particles Ne + N− =  N+ + Nx
+. Here Ne denotes the electrons 68 

density, N+ represents the positive ions density, N− is the negative ions density and finally Nx
+ denotes the positive cluster ions 69 

density. 70 

dNe

dt
= q + γN− − βNe − αdNeN+ − αd

c NeNx
+                                         (2) 71 

dN−

dt
= βNe − γN− − αiN

−                                     (3) 72 

dN+

dt
= q − BN− − αdNeN+ − αiN

−N+                                   (4) 73 

dNx
+

dt
= BN+ − αd

c NeNx
+ − αiN

−Nx
+                                    (5) 74 

Since we are studying the nighttime ionosphere, the q parameter represents the electron production term due to cosmic rays taken 75 

from (Velinov et al., 2013). β is the electron attachment rate, γ the electron detachment rate, αd is the coefficient of dissociative 76 

recombination, αd
c  is the effective coefficient of recombination of electrons with positive cluster ions, αi is the coefficient of ion-ion 77 
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recombination (mutual neutralization) for all kinds of positive ions with negative ions and B is the rate of conversion of positive ions 78 

into positive cluster ions. In our case, the used parameters are given by the expressions: 79 

γ = 3 × 10−18N(s−1), 80 

αd = 3 × 10−7(cm3s−1), 81 

 αd
c = 10−5(cm3s−1),  82 

αi = 10−7(cm3s−1),  83 

B = 10−31N2(s−1), 84 

β = 10−31NO2
NN2

+ 1,4 × 10−29 (
300

T
) e

−600

T NO2

2 (s−1)  85 

Here, NO2
 and NN2

 represent the number densities of neutral molecular oxygen and nitrogen expressed in cm−3, whereas T is the 86 

electron temperature. More information about the model and mathematical formalism can be found in (Glukhov et al., 1992). 87 

The GPI model was used to describe the response of the D region to different source of perturbations like solar flares (Palit et al., 88 

2014), energetic electron precipitations (LEP) (Glukhov et al., 1992; Inan et al., 2010) lightning electric field (Haldoupis et al., 89 

2009)… Unlike the studies cited above where the neutral atmosphere is assumed to be constant and only varies with altitude; the 90 

neutral atmosphere in our study is considered as a space and time varying parameter. The aim of this simulation is to show the effect 91 

of the neutral atmosphere disturbance on the D region ionization and hence the VLF signal propagation. This later is simulated using 92 

the LWPC code (Ferguson, 1998). The code uses the Wait and Spies electron density profile which depends on two parameters:       93 

the reference height H ' (in km) and the sharpness factor β (in km-1) (Wait and Spies, 1964). In the ambient nighttime ionosphere, these 94 

parameters are latitude and frequency dependence and that at the mid-latitude regions H ' equals 87 km. Several works using             95 

the LWPC code have been devoted to determine the electron density changes dues to solar flares (Palit et al., 2014), Early/Fast events 96 

(NaitAmor et al., 2016), electron precipitations (Glukhov et al., 1992), meteorological convective systems (Kumar et al., 2017). In 97 

these works, the authors searched the modified values of H ' and β that lead to a simulated signal amplitude and phase close to          98 

the measured ones. In our case, the reference height H ' is obtained from the GPI numerical results when the simulated electron density 99 

at a given altitude, ne (z), equals the ambient one at 87 km i.e. ne (z) = 30.74 cm-3. This new altitude is then considered as the new 100 

reference height that we used in the LWPC code. Repeating this operation several times, we obtain the time variation of the signal 101 

amplitude and phase at each location between the transmitter and the receiver. For geometry purpose, we supposed that the VLF 102 

signal propagates between the transmitter and the receiver along the y axis, see Fig. 1(a). 103 

3 Numerical Results 104 

The aim of this study is to find by numerical simulation when and where the electron density becomes equal the ambient one given by 105 

LWPC code (30.74 cm-3) for z = H'= 87 km. An example of time-dependent profile of the electron density obtained numerically at     106 

z = 85 km and at three different positions x is shown in Fig. 2(b). Since we have assumed a totally neutral atmosphere, we can notice 107 

that the electron density increases to a saturation value which results from the equilibrium between the production of pair (electron-108 

ion) and the loss terms. After that and when the neutral atmosphere disturbance arrives, the electron density shows opposite behavior 109 

compared to the neutral species where it increases when the neutral density decreases and vice-versa. This is due to the rupture of the 110 

balance between the production of pair (electron-ion) and the loss terms. Indeed, when the disturbance pushes the neutral species 111 

upward, the loss terms (recombination and attachment) increase leading to reduction of the electron density number. In the other side, 112 

when the disturbance pushes the neutrals species downward, the loss terms decrease and thus the electron density production 113 

increases. These effects appear at all altitudes and at any position on the x axis so the only difference is on the level of the modified 114 

electron density. Therefore, when the disturbance reaches to the sensitive zone of the VLF Great Circle Path (GCP) or crosses it, the 115 

reflection altitude of the VLF signal changes and may increases or decreases. This modification of the GCP appears as perturbations 116 
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in the amplitude and phase of the VLF signal. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 (a and b) where the electron density is plotted at z = 85 km 117 

as function of x distance and at three different times. For example, the electron density at (∆t1 = −01: 24: 33) has two spatial regions 118 

where it exceeds 30.74 cm-3 and a region where it decreases much more below its proper ambient value. At (∆t2 = 00: 00: 00) even if 119 

the electron density shows a structure of double peaks, it remains higher than 30.74 cm-3 inside the sensitive zone. This means that 120 

during the passage of the neutral disturbance by the sensitive zone, the reflection height of the VLF signal varies and sometimes 121 

moves upward and sometimes downward. Effectively, Fig. 3(a) shows the altitudes at which ne(z) = 30.74 cm-3 as function of time 122 

and at the crossing point between the disturbance path and the VLF signal GCP i.e. at x = 1000 km and y = 2000 km. From the plot, 123 

H' oscillates between higher altitude (90 km) and lower altitude (83 km) during the passage of the perturbation by the GCP. We also 124 

see that H' shows a wavy structure with different periods. Effectively, at the beginning the wave period was around 1h then it 125 

becomes lower when the disturbance arrives to the sensitive zone and finally it increases when the storm moves away from the GCP. 126 

This is also observed in the spatial variation of H' along the y axis and at three different times, see Fig. 3(b). The moving up of the 127 

reference height H' during thunderstorm was also reported by Marshall (2012) and Kotovsky and Moor (2016). Although the 128 

mechanisms are not similar but our results also highlight such behavior.  129 

The LWPC simulation of the VLF signal amplitude and phase as function of time due to the neutral atmosphere disturbance and at 130 

two difference distances from the transmitter are given in the Fig. 4(a and b). In this simulation we supposed that the disturbance is 131 

located at the crossing point between the disturbance axis and the GCP path and that H ' values were obtained from GPI simulation 132 

results presented in Fig. 3.The results showed clearly the effect of the disturbance on the VLF signal where clear perturbations in the 133 

amplitude and the phase were observed with period of several minutes. We also noticed that the perturbation amplitude at 3000 km 134 

from the transmitter is sometimes positive and sometimes negative unlike the observed amplitude at 5000 km where it is mostly 135 

negative. This is also observed in the spatial plots of the amplitude and phase presented in Fig. 5 where it shows clearly that the 136 

received signal perturbation strongly depends on receiver location. This difference is due to the modal composition of the propagating 137 

VLF signal as described by (NaitAmor et al., 2016).   138 

4 Discussion and conclusion  139 

In this numerical simulation, we studied the effect of the GW on the D-region ionisation and the propagation of the VLF signal. The 140 

numerical results showed that at a fixed altitude, the electron density increases when the neutral density decreases and decreases when 141 

the neutral density increases. This is explained by the balance between the production of electrons and loss terms. Indeed, in normal 142 

atmosphere the parameters described in the GPI differential equations model decrease with increasing altitude since they are 143 

proportional to the neutral density. Thus, under perturbed atmosphere due to GW, these parameters vary similarly to the neutral 144 

density where they increase when the neutral density increases and decrease when the neutral density decreases. In opposite manner, 145 

the electron density decreases when the loss terms increase and increases when the loss terms decrease. This leads to the moving up of 146 

the reference height H ' of the VLF signal when the neutral density increases and vice-versa. We also noticed that the time variation of 147 

H ' shows a wavy structure with different periods depending on the disturbance distance to the sensitive zone of the GCP.  After the 148 

determination of the new reference height values at different times, we were able to simulate the time variation of the VLF signal 149 

amplitude and phase by the use of the LWPC code. Therefore and depending on the distance between the disturbance location and the 150 

receiver, the perturbation in the signal amplitude sometimes appears above the ambient signal and sometimes below it at shorter 151 

distances and mostly below it at longer distances. This difference in the sign of the signal perturbation amplitude is related to the 152 

modal composition of the signal at the disturbance region and the receiver location.   153 
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 226 

Figure 1: a) Geometry of the simulations. b) Spatial variation of the neutral density. c) Temporal variation of the neutral density.  227 

 228 
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 230 

Figure 2: (a): electrons density as a function of distance at z = 85 km at different instants, (b): electrons density as a function of the time at 231 

different positions. 232 

  233 
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 234 

Figure 3: (a) the Wait parameter (H′) as a function of the time at the position y = 2000 km, x =1000 km, (b): the Wait parameter (H′) as a 235 

function of distance at y=2000km and at different instants. 236 
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 238 

Figure 4: (a) the difference of the amplitude as a function of the time at two positions, (b): the difference of the phase as a function of the 239 

time at two positions: 𝒚𝟏 = 𝟑𝟎𝟎𝟎𝒌𝒎, 𝒚𝟐 = 𝟓𝟎𝟎𝟎𝒌𝒎. 240 
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 241 

Figure 5: (a) the Amplitude as a function of the distance from the transmitter at the ambient and at the different instants. (b): the phase as a 242 

function of the distance from the transmitter at the ambient and at the same instants. 243 

 244 

 245 
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